KMAT 2020 : MBA - PROVISIONAL ANSWER KEY

Question1:-Identify the misspelled word in the list below:
A:-Impectuous
B:-Precipitous
C:-Flamboyant
D:-Coruscating
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question2:-Identify the misspelled word in the list below:
A:-Psychedelic
B:-Mediocre
C:-Laclustre
D:-Illustrious
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question3:-Identify the misspelled word in the list below:
A:-Miscelany
B:-Mandatory
C:-Connive
D:-Machinate
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question4:-Identify the misspelled word in the list below:
A:-Inscrutable
B:-Deprave
C:-Bereave
D:-Vollitional
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question5:-Identify the misspelled word in the list below:
A:-Saponaceous
B:-Surrogate
C:-Suppress
D:-Altruisstic
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question6:-Identify the word that has same meaning in the list given below:
NAIVE
A:-Sophisticated
B:-Experienced
C:-Inexperienced
D:-Creative
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question7:-Identify the word that has same meaning in the list given below:
OBNOXIOUS
A:-Unpleasant
B:-Graceful

C:-Obedient
D:-Neutral
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question8:-Identify the word that has same meaning in the list given below:
TEMPESTUOUS
A:-Cheerful
B:-Honest
C:-Elective
D:-Turbulent
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question9:-Identify the word that has same meaning in the list given below:
GAUCHE
A:-Awkward
B:-Refined
C:-Gradient
D:-Seize
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question10:-Identify the word that has same meaning in the list given below:
ENIGMA
A:-Energetic
B:-Prominent
C:-Mystery
D:-Adversary
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question11:-Identify the word that has same meaning in the list given below:
GROTESQUE
A:-Distorted
B:-Annoyance
C:-Credibility
D:-Gracious
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question12:-Identify the word that has same meaning in the list given below:
CONVIVIAL
A:-Amusing
B:-Precaution
C:-Harmful
D:-Gregarious
Correct Answer:- Option-D

Question13:-Identify the word that has same meaning in the list given below:
PRODIGIOUS
A:-Innocence
B:-Stupendous
C:-Malignant
D:-Charity
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question14:-Identify the word that has same meaning in the list given below:
PERNICIOUS
A:-Favourable
B:-Destructive
C:-Humorous
D:-Obliged
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question15:-Identify the word that has same meaning in the list given below:
BOLSTER
A:-Strengthen
B:-Illusion
C:-Boastful
D:-Aggravating
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question16:-Identify the word that has opposite meaning in the list given below:
CAMOUFLAGE
A:-Delightful
B:-Courageous
C:-Uncover
D:-Sacred
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question17:-Identify the word that has opposite meaning in the list given below:
EXASPERATE
A:-Irritate
B:-Pleasure
C:-Inflexible
D:-Furious
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question18:-Identify the word that has opposite meaning in the list given below:
CAPRICIOUS
A:-Unpredictable
B:-Truthful

C:-Accurate
D:-Substitute
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question19:-Identify the word that has opposite meaning in the list given below:
PETRIFIED
A:-Fearless
B:-Lethargic
C:-Helpful
D:-Gratitude
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question20:-Identify the word that has opposite meaning in the list given below:
FRUGAL
A:-Lavish
B:-Musical
C:-Cowardly
D:-Flexible
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question21:-The passage consists of six sentences. The first and the sixth sentence (S1 and S6) are given in the beginn
been removed and jumbled up. These are labeled as P, Q, R and S. You are required to find out the proper sequence of
S1: India has a vibrant science programme.
S6: Aid the growth of space industry in India.
P: The Indian space science programmers have been working.
Q: Formulating an industrial participation policy to.
R: Covering astronomy, astrophysics and space science.
S: With cooperative Indian industries and has been.
A:-QPRS
B:-RPSQ
C:-SQPR
D:-PQRS
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question22:-The passage consists of six sentences. The first and the sixth sentence (S1 and S6) are given in the beginn
been removed and jumbled up. These are labeled as P, Q, R and S. You are required to find out the proper sequence of
S1: Riding a bike can give you lots of good exercise every day.
S6: Without my bike, I wouldn’t get any exercise at all.
P: When somebody stole my bike, I was heartbroken, but the police found it two days later.
Q: I use my bike to get to work every day.
R: I take my bike to get groceries also.
S: I often ride my bike out to the country on weekends just for a change of scene.
A:-RQPS
B:-PRQS
C:-QRPS
D:-SQPR
Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question23:-The passage consists of six sentences. The first and the sixth sentence (S1 and S6) are given in the beginn
been removed and jumbled up. These are labeled as P, Q, R and S. You are required to find out the proper sequence of
S1: I decided to take a chance.
S6: I wanted to travel and visit several places.
P: I wanted a new experience.
Q: The cooking and washing clothes everyday had taken away my happiness.
R: I was fed up of leading a monotonous life.
S: Going out and seeing the world was important for me.
A:-SRQP
B:-RQPS
C:-QPRS
D:-SPRQ
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question24:-The passage consists of six sentences. The first and the sixth sentence (S1 and S6) are given in the beginn
been removed and jumbled up. These are labeled as P, Q, R and S. Find out the proper sequence of the four sentences
S1: People have wrong calculations about Japan’s population.
S6: So it is very high in Japan.
P: No, this is not true.
Q: And old people die more often than the young.
R: There are more old people in Japan.
S: The question is whether Japan has a lower death rate.
A:-RSQP
B:-QRSP
C:-PQRS
D:-PRQS
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question25:-The passage consists of six sentences. The first and the sixth sentence (S1 and S6) are given in the beginn
been removed and jumbled up. These are labeled as P, Q, R and S. Find out the proper sequence of the four sentences
S1: Make sure your glasses fit well.
S6: Keep the glasses clean and a soft cloth is the best for cleaning.
P: Take your glasses for adjustments to the place you bought them.
Q: Keep your glasses in a case when you are not wearing them.
R:The earpieces should be at eye level and don’t try to adjust the earpieces yourselves.
S: This will prevent scratches.
A:-PRQS
B:-RPQS
C:-QSRP
D:-SPQR
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question26:- Convert the sentence given in the question into indirect speech.
“We were living in New Delhi, they told me.
A:-They told me that they had been living in New Delhi.
B:-They told me that they were living in New Delhi.
C:-They said me that they live in New Delhi.
D:-They said me that they has been living in New Delhi
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question27:-Convert the sentence given in the question into indirect speech

He said, “I would buy a new house, if I were rich”.
A:-He said he would had brought a new house if he were rich.
B:-He said that he would buy a new house if he was rich.
C:-He said that he will buy a new house when he is rich.
D:-He said that he would buy a new house if he had been rich.
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question28:-Convert the sentence given in the question into indirect speech
My uncle said to me, “How is your studies going on now?”.
A:-My uncle asked me how my studies was going on now.
B:-My uncle asked me how my studies were going on then.
C:-My uncle asked me how was my studies going then.
D:-My uncle asked me how is my studies going on then.
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question29:-Convert the sentence given in the question into indirect speech.
“How long does the journey take” my co-passenger asked me.
A:-My co-passenger wanted to know how long the journey would take.
B:-My co-passenger asked me how long does the journey take.
C:-The co-passenger asked me how long the journey would take.
D:-The co-passenger asked me how long will be the journey.
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question30:-Convert the sentence given in the question into indirect speech.
My uncle once said to me, “If I can’t trust my people, then I don’t want to be doing this”.
A:-My uncle once said to him that if he couldn’t trust his people then he did not want to be doing this.
B:-My uncle once said to him that if he couldn’t trust his people then he did not want to be doing that.
C:-My uncle once said to him that if he couldn’t trust my people then he did not want to be doing that.
D:-His uncle once said to him that if he couldn’t trust his people then he did not want to be doing that.
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question31:-Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow.
Passage
We should preserve nature to preserve life and beauty. A beautiful landscape, full of green vegetation will not just attract
satisfaction. Unfortunately, because of modernization, much of nature is now yielding to towns, roads and industrial area
now being carved out to avert the danger of destroying nature completely. Man will perish without nature, so modern man
trees, which give us oxygen, from extinction. Moreover, nature is essential to man’s health. In the recent years the natu
preservation of the eco system. But it is unfortunate that still the mankind fail to study from experiences and past lessons
related to the sustainability of the nature. Let’s all join hands for the common cause of preserving the nature.
What does the writer suggests?
A:-We should not modernise, so that nature can be preserved.
B:-While modernising we should be careful not to destroy nature completely.
C:-All nature has been destroyed by modern living.

D:-Carving out natural reserves will hamper the growth of industries.
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question32:-Read the Passage and answer the question that folllows:
Passage
We should preserve nature to preserve life and beauty. A beautiful landscape, full of green vegetation will not just attract
satisfaction. Unfortunately, because of modernization, much of nature is now yielding to towns, roads and industrial area
now being carved out to avert the danger of destroying nature completely. Man will perish without nature, so modern man
trees, which give us oxygen, from extinction. Moreover, nature is essential to man’s health. In the recent years the natu
preservation of the eco system. But it is unfortunate that still the mankind fail to study from experiences and past lessons
related to the sustainability of the nature. Let’s all join hands for the common cause of preserving the nature.
What does “struggle” in the passage mean?
A:-Man’s struggle to exist in the world.
B:-Man’s struggle to save nature.
C:-Man’s struggle to catch up with modern trends.
D:-Man’s struggle to conserve oxygen.
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question33:-Read the passage anf answer the question that follows:
Passage
We should preserve nature to preserve life and beauty. A beautiful landscape, full of green vegetation will not just attract
satisfaction. Unfortunately, because of modernization, much of nature is now yielding to towns, roads and industrial area
now being carved out to avert the danger of destroying nature completely. Man will perish without nature, so modern man
trees, which give us oxygen, from extinction. Moreover, nature is essential to man’s health. In the recent years the natu
preservation of the eco system. But it is unfortunate that still the mankind fail to study from experiences and past lessons
related to the sustainability of the nature. Let’s all join hands for the common cause of preserving the nature.
Why a beautiful landscape will fill us with infinite satisfaction?
A:-We love beauty.
B:-It is full of green vegetation.
C:-It will ensure our future existence.
D:-It will show our command over nature.
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question34:-Read the Passage and answer the question given below:
Passage
We shall go on to the end; we shall fight in France, we shall fight on the seas and oceans, we shall fight with growing con
our islands whatever the cost may be, we shall fight on the beaches, we shall fight on the landing grounds, we shall fight
the hills. We shall never surrender, and even if this island or a large part of it were subjugated and starving, and then our
struggle, until the New World steps forth to the rescue and the liberation of the old.
The speaker in the passage wants to go fighting because
A:-He is a raving lunatic.
B:-He is in a state of utter despair.
C:-He expects help from other quarters.
D:-He is the leader of a suicide squad.
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question35:-Read the Passage and answer ther question below:
Passage
We shall go on to the end; we shall fight in France, we shall fight on the seas and oceans, we shall fight with growing con

our islands whatever the cost may be, we shall fight on the beaches, we shall fight on the landing grounds, we shall fight
the hills. We shall never surrender, and even if this island or a large part of it were subjugated and starving, and then our
struggle, until the New World steps forth to the rescue and the liberation of the old.
Which of the following pairs of the phrases helps best to bring out the intention of the speaker?
A:-“Go on to the end”; “shall never surrender”.
B:-“Growing confidence”, “subjugated and starving”.
C:-“Subjugated and starving”; “fight on the landing ground”.
D:-“Fight in the streets”; “subjugated and starving”.
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question36:-Read the following passage and answer the question below:
Passage
We shall go on to the end; we shall fight in France, we shall fight on the seas and oceans, we shall fight with growing con
our islands whatever the cost may be, we shall fight on the beaches, we shall fight on the landing grounds, we shall fight
the hills. We shall never surrender, and even if this island or a large part of it were subjugated and starving, and then our
struggle, until the New World steps forth to the rescue and the liberation of the old.
The passage consists of repetitive patterns in syntax and vocabulary. The effect of this style is that it
A:-Reveal the speaker’s defects in giving a speech.
B:-Produces the impression of bad poetry.
C:-Conveys the speaker’s helpless situation.
D:-Reinforces the speaker’s basic intention.
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question37:-Read the following Passage and asnswer the question below:
Passage
Fortunately it is yet only through fantasy that we can see what the destruction of the scholarly and scientific disciplines wo
learn what their existence has meant. The sheer power of disciplined thought is revealed in practically all the great intelle
human race has made. The ability of the man of disciplined mind to direct this power effectively upon problems for which
examples with numbers. The real evidence for the value of liberal education lies in history and in the biographies of men
These support overwhelmingly the claim of liberal education that it can equip a man fundamental powers of decision and
relationship, to tinkering hobbies, or to choosing the family dentist, but to all the great and varied concerns of human life..
Liberal education enables a person to
A:-Read with more discernment than others.
B:-Apply general principles to resolve issue.
C:-Gain prestige.
D:-Develop a clearer understanding of history than others.
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question38:-Read the Passage and answer the question below:
Passage
Fortunately it is yet only through fantasy that we can see what the destruction of the scholarly and scientific disciplines w
learn what their existence has meant. The sheer power of disciplined thought is revealed in practically all the great intelle
human race has made. The ability of the man of disciplined mind to direct this power effectively upon problems for which
examples with numbers. The real evidence for the value of liberal education lies in history and in the biographies of men
These support overwhelmingly the claim of liberal education that it can equip a man fundamental powers of decision and
relationship, to tinkering hobbies, or to choosing the family dentist, but to all the great and varied concerns of human life..
In the passage the author stresses the importance of
A:-Education for living.
B:-Technological advancements.
C:-Increased interest in the study of history.
D:-Satisfying the desire for security.

Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question39:-Read the Passage and answer the question below:
Passage
Fortunately it is yet only through fantasy that we can see what the destruction of the scholarly and scientific disciplines wo
learn what their existence has meant. The sheer power of disciplined thought is revealed in practically all the great intelle
human race has made. The ability of the man of disciplined mind to direct this power effectively upon problems for which
examples with numbers. The real evidence for the value of liberal education lies in history and in the biographies of men
These support overwhelmingly the claim of liberal education that it can equip a man fundamental powers of decision and
relationship, to tinkering hobbies, or to choosing the family dentist, but to all the great and varied concerns of human life..
39. In the passage, the expression ‘specifically trained’ refers to
A:-Characteristically trained
B:-Particularly trained.
C:-Peculiarly trained.
D:-Ostensibly trained.
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question40:-Read the Passage and answerthe question below:
Passage
Fortunately it is yet only through fantasy that we can see what the destruction of the scholarly and scientific disciplines wo
learn what their existence has meant. The sheer power of disciplined thought is revealed in practically all the great intelle
human race has made. The ability of the man of disciplined mind to direct this power effectively upon problems for which
examples with numbers. The real evidence for the value of liberal education lies in history and in the biographies of men
These support overwhelmingly the claim of liberal education that it can equip a man fundamental powers of decision and
relationship, to tinkering hobbies, or to choosing the family dentist, but to all the great and varied concerns of human life..
According to the author, ‘the great and varies concerns of human life’ are about
A:-Fundamental right.
B:-Challenges facing mankind.
C:-Tinkering hobbies
D:-Liberal education.
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question41:-Identify the sentence with the same meaning.
I like listening to music more than watching television.
A:-I prefer listening to music than watching television.
B:-I listen to music than watching television.
C:-I will listen to music rather than watching television.
D:-I don’t watch television when I listen to music.
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question42:-Identify the sentence with the same meaning.
I am going to the capital. I want to find a good job.
A:-I am going to the capital to get a good job.
B:-I am going to the capital and will find a good job.
C:-I am going to the capital for finding a good job.
D:-I am going to the capital to find a good job.
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question43:-Identify the sentence with the same meaning.

We didn’t recognise him until he came into the light.
A:-It was not until we recognised him that he came into the light.
B:-It was not until he came into the light that we recognised him.
C:-It was not until we didn’t recognise him that he came into the light.
D:-It was not until he came into the light that we didn’t recognise him.
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question44:-Identify the sentence with the same meaning.
Some economists argue that new technology cause unemployment. Others feel that it allows more jobs to be created.
A:-Arguments that new technology causes unemployment, other economists feel that it allows more jobs to be create
B:-Besides the argument that new technology causes unemployment, some economists feel that it allows more jobs
C:-Some economists argue that new technology causes unemployment whereas others feel that it allows more jobs
D:-Some economists argue that new technology causes unemployment, so others feel that it allows more jobs to be
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question45:-Identify the sentence with the same meaning.
The Prime Minister set up a committee of financial experts. They were to help him discuss and formulate new policies.

A:-The Prime Minister, who is a financial expert, set up a committee to discuss and formulate new policies.
B:-A committee consisting of financial experts was set up by the Prime Minister to help him discuss and formulate ne
C:-The Prime Minister, who was helped by financial experts, set up a committee to discuss and formulate new policie
D:-A committee consisting of financial experts who were helped by the Prime Minister discussed and formulated new
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question46:-In the question given below, out of four alternatives, choose the one which can be substituted for the given w
Something that is clearly established beyond dispute.
A:-Apodictic
B:-Sceptical
C:-Iconoclast
D:-Maverick
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question47:-In the question given below, out of four alternatives, choose the one which can be substituted for the given w
A person eager to know the latest news and gossip
A:-Cosset
B:-Quidnunc
C:-Perigee
D:-Jabberwocky
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question48:-In the question given below, out of four alternatives, choose the one which can be substituted for the given w
A person with uncontrollable greed for money

A:-Stickler
B:-Avaricious
C:-Cynic
D:-Bohemian
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question49:-In the question given below, out of four alternatives, choose the one which can be substituted for the given w
An irrational and intense fear of travel
A:-Astraphobia
B:-Claustrophobia
C:-Agoraphobia
D:-Ochlophobia
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question50:-In the question given below, out of four alternatives, choose the one which can be substituted for the given w
An officer/office with high financial benefit with little work.
A:-Gratis
B:-Novice
C:-Catechumen
D:-Sinecure
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question51:-In the question below is given a statement followed by two conclusions numbered I and II. You have to assu
consider the two conclusions together and decide which of them logically follows beyond a reasonable doubt from the info
Statement:
Democracy is but election by the incompetent many for appointment of the corrupt few.
Conclusions:
I. Democracy aggravates corruption.
II. Election leads to appointment.
A:-If only conclusion I follows
B:-If only conclusion II follows
C:-If either I or II follows
D:-If neither I nor II follows
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question52:-In the question below is given a statement followed by two conclusions numbered I and II. You have to assu
consider the two conclusions together and decide which of them logically follows beyond a reasonable doubt from the info
Statement:
In a terrorist attack, ten soldiers were killed and one was injured seriously.
Conclusions:
I. The attack was unexpected.
II. The enemy outnumbered the soldiers.
A:-If only conclusion I follows
B:-If only conclusion II follows
C:-If either I or II follows

D:-If neither I nor II follows
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question53:-In the question below is given a statement followed by two conclusions numbered I and II. You have to assu
consider the two conclusions together and decide which of them logically follows beyond a reasonable doubt from the info
Statement:
Domestic demand has been increasing faster than the production of indigenous crude oil.
Conclusions:
I. Crude oil must be imported.
II. Domestic demand should be reduced.
A:-If only conclusion I follows
B:-If only conclusion II follows
C:-If either I or II follows
D:-If neither I nor II follows
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question54:-In the question below is given a statement followed by three courses of action numbered I, II and III. You ha
true and then decide which of the given suggested courses of action logically follow(s) for pursuing.
Statement:
The Company X has rejected first lot of stop valves supplied by Company A and has cancelled its entire huge order quoti
poor craftsmanship”.
Courses of Action:
I. Company A needs to investigate functioning of its purchase, production and quality control departments.
II. Company A should inspect all the stop valves rejected by Company X.
III. Company A should intimate Company X that steps have been taken for improvement and to renegotiate the schedule
A:-Only I and II follow.
B:-Only II follow.
C:-II, and either I or III follow.
D:-All I, II and III follow.
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question55:-In the question below is given a statement followed by three courses of action numbered I, II and III. You ha
true and then decide which of the given suggested courses of action logically follow(s) for pursuing.
Statement:
The day time temperatures in this summer have been four to five degree Celsius above the normal temperature across th
Courses of Action:
I.

All the district headquarters should be alerted to send prompt reports of death due to heat waves in their respective j

II.

The Government machinery should be put on high alert and provided with necessary equipments to prevent any unt

III.

The Government should make necessary arrangements to provide drinking water in all the areas affected due to ex
A:-Only I follow.
B:-Only I and II follow.
C:-Only III follow.

D:-Only II and III follow.
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question56:-In the question below is given a statement followed by three courses of action numbered I, II and III. You ha

true and then decide which of the given suggested courses of action logically follow(s) for pursuing.
Statement:
Incessant rain for the past several days has posed the problem of overflowing and flood as the river bed is full of silt and
Courses of Action:
I. The people residing on the banks of the river should be evacuated to a safe place.
II. The people should be made aware about the imminent danger over radio/television.
III. The silt and mud from the river bed should be cleared immediately after the receding of water level in the river.
A:-Only I and II follow.
B:-Only II and III follow.
C:-Only I or III follow.
D:-All follow.
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question57:-In the question below is given a statement followed by three courses of action numbered I, II and III. You ha
true and then decide which of the given suggested courses of action logically follow(s) for pursuing.
Statement:
In the city, over 75 percent of the people are living in slums and sub-standard houses which is a reflection on the housing
Government.
Courses of Action:
I. There should be a separate department looking after housing and urban development.
II. The policies regarding urban housing should be reviewed.
III. The policies regarding rural housing should also be reviewed so that such problems could be avoided in rural areas.
A:-Only I follow.
B:-Only I and II follow.
C:-Only II and III follow.
D:-Either II or III follow.
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question58:-The question consists of a statement, followed by two arguments numbered I and II. You have to decide wh
which a ‘weak’ argument is.
Statement:
Should colleges be given the status of a university in India?
Arguments:
I.

Yes, Colleges are in a better position to assess the student’s performance and therefore the degrees will be more va

II.

No. It is Utopian to think that there will not be nepotism and corruption in awarding degrees by Colleges.
A:-If only argument I is strong.
B:-If only argument II is strong.
C:-If either I or II is strong.

D:-If neither I nor II is strong.
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question59:-The question consists of a statement, followed by two arguments numbered I and II. You have to decide wh
which a ‘weak’ argument is.
Statement:

Should selection tests be of objective type rather than of descriptive type?
Arguments:
I. Yes, the assessment of answers to objective type questions is fair and impartial.
II. No, the descriptive type test is certainly a better tool than the objective type test.
A:-If only argument I is strong.
B:-If only argument II is strong.
C:-If neither I nor II is strong.
D:-If both I and II are strong.
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question60:-The question consists of a statement, followed by two arguments numbered I and II. You have to decide wh
which a ‘weak’ argument is.
Statement:
Should there be students union in College/University?
Arguments:
I. No, This will create a political atmosphere in the Campus.
II. Yes, it is very necessary because students are the future political leaders.
A:-If only argument I is strong.
B:-If only argument II is strong.
C:-If either I or II is strong.
D:-If both I and II are strong.
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question61:-In question below given a statement followed by two assumptions numbered I and II. An assumption is som
to consider the statement and the following assumptions and decide which of the assumption(s) is/are implicit in the state
Statement:
The coffee powder of company X is quite better in taste than the much advertised coffee of company Y.
Assumptions:
I. If your product is not good, you spend more on advertisement.
II. Some people are tempted to buy a product by the advertisement.
A:-If only Assumption I is implicit.
B:-If only Assumption II is implicit.
C:-If either Assumption I or II is implicit.
D:-If neither Assumption I nor II is implicit.
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question62:-In question below given a statement followed by two assumptions numbered I and II. An assumption is som
to consider the statement and the following assumptions and decide which of the assumption(s) is/are implicit in the state
Statement:
The real impact of the Gulf crisis would be felt only during the early next year.
Assumptions:
I. There was a good stock of oil before the crisis began.

II. World is not generally dependent on Gulf oil.
A:-If only Assumption I is implicit.
B:-If only Assumption II is implicit.
C:-If either Assumption I or II is implicit.
D:-If neither Assumption I nor II is implicit.
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question63:-In question below given a statement followed by two assumptions numbered I and II. An assumption is som
to consider the statement and the following assumptions and decide which of the assumption(s) is/are implicit in the state
Statement:
The economic prosperity of any nation is dependent on the quality of its human resources.
Assumptions:
I. It is possible to measure the quality of human resources of a nation.
II. Achieving economic prosperity is a cherished goal of every nation.
A:-If only Assumption I is implicit.
B:-If only Assumption II is implicit.
C:-If either Assumption I or II is implicit.
D:-If neither Assumption I nor II is implicit.
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question64:-The question contains a small paragraph followed by a question on it. Read each paragraph carefully and a
It is up to our government and planners to devise ways and means for the mobilisation of about 10 crore workers whose f
children. Our agriculture is over-manned. A lesser number of agriculturists would mean more purchasing or spending po
shortage of man power for many commodities to be produced for which there will be a new demand from a prosperous ag
surplus manpower released from agriculture as suggested above.
The passage best supports the statement that:
A:-Employment in production is more fruitful than employment in agriculture.
B:-Indian economy is in a poor shape basically due to improper mobilisation of manpower.
C:-A shift of labour from agricultural sector to the industrial sector would uplift the living standard.
D:-The industrial sector is labour-deficient while the agricultural sector is over-manned in our country.
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question65:-The question contains a small paragraph followed by a question on it. Read each paragraph carefully and a
The press should not be afraid of upholding and supporting a just and righteous cause. It should not be afraid of criticizin
press has to be eternally vigilant to protect the rights of the workers, backward and suppressed sections of the society. It
so that people can be helped in the formation of a healthy public opinion.
The passage best supports the statement that:
A:-Press has a great role to play in a democracy.
B:-The press is the only means to project to the masses the policies of the government.
C:-The freedom of press is essential for the proper functioning of democracy.
D:-The press can be used by the government as an effective media for the upliftment of the backwards sections of th
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question66:-The questions below consists of a question followed by two statements numbered I and II. You have to deci
are sufficient to answer the question.
Question: Who is taller among P,Q,R S, and T?

Statements:
I. S is shorter than Q. P is shorter than only T.
II. Q is taller than only S. T is taller than P and R.
A:-If the data in statement I alone is sufficient to determine the answer.
B:-If the data either in statement I alone or statement II alone are sufficient to determine the answer.
C:-If the data in both the statements I and II together are insufficient to answer the question.
D:-If the data in both the statements I and II together are necessary to answer the question.
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question67:-The questions below consists of a question followed by two statements numbered I and II. You have to deci
are sufficient to answer the question.
Question: How is PRODUCT written in that code language?
Statements:
I. In a certain code language, AIEEE is written as BJFFF.
II. In a certain code language, GYPSY is written as FXORX.
A:-If the data in statement I alone is sufficient to determine the answer.
B:-If the data either in statement I alone or statement II alone are sufficient to determine the answer.
C:-If the data in both the statements I and II together are insufficient to answer the question.
D:-If the data in both the statements I and II together are necessary to answer the question.
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question68:-The questions below consists of a question followed by two statements numbered I and II. You have to deci
are sufficient to answer the question.
Question: In which month is Meena’s birthday?
Statements:
I. Shikha remembers that Meena’s birthday was 4 months ago.
II. Raj remembers that after 2 months from now, Meena’s birthday will be 6 months back.
A:-If the data in statement I alone is sufficient to determine the answer.
B:-If the data either in statement I alone or statement II alone are sufficient to determine the answer.
C:-If the data in both the statements I and II together are insufficient to answer the question.
D:-If the data in both the statements I and II together are necessary to answer the question.
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question69:-The questions below consists of a question followed by two statements numbered I and II. You have to deci
are sufficient to answer the question.
Question: What is the distance between point P and point Q?
Statements:
I. Point R is 10 m west of point P and point S is 10 m north of point P.
II. Point Q is 10 m south-east of point R. Point S is 20 m north-west of point Q.
A:-If the data in statement I alone is sufficient to determine the answer.
B:-If the data either in statement I alone or statement II alone are sufficient to determine the answer.
C:-If the data in both the statements I and II together are insufficient to answer the question.
D:-If the data in both the statements I and II together are necessary to answer the question.
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question70:-The questions below consists of a question followed by two statements numbered I and II. You have to deci
are sufficient to answer the question.

Question: Amit is facing which direction?
Statements:
I. Shikha is facing east direction and if she turns to her right she will face Raj.
II. Amit is facing opposite direction as that of Kiran who is facing Shikha.
A:-If the data in statement I alone is sufficient to determine the answer.
B:-If the data either in statement I alone or statement II alone are sufficient to determine the answer.
C:-If the data in both the statements I and II together are insufficient to answer the question.
D:-If the data in both the statements I and II together are necessary to answer the question.
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question71:-Find wrong number in series.
15, 16, 34, 105, 424, 2124, 12576
A:-16
B:-34
C:-105
D:-2124
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question72:-Find wrong number in series.
8,13,21,32,47,63,83
A:-47
B:-63
C:-32
D:-83
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question73:-Find wrong number in series.
105,85,60,30,0,-45,-90
A:-0
B:-85
C:--45
D:-60
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question74:-Complete the series by filling the blank
124. 6, 11, 21, 36, 56, _______
A:-91
B:-51
C:-81
D:-42
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question75:-Complete the series by filling the blank
ELFA, GLHA, ILJA, ______, MLNA
A:-OLPA

B:-KLMA
C:-LLMA
D:-KLLA
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question76:-Complete the series by filling the blank
JAK, KBL, LCM, MDN, ______
A:-OEP
B:-NEO
C:-MEN
D:-FQO
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question77:-Complete the series by filling the blank
Z, __, T, __, N, __, H, __, B
A:-W, Q, K, E
B:-W, R, K, E
C:-X, Q, K, E
D:-X, R, K, E
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question78:-Complete the series by filling the blank
664, 332, 340, 170, _______, 89
A:-85
B:-178
C:-109
D:-97
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question79:- Choose the word that is a necessary part of the word in capitals.
CULTURE
A:-Civility
B:-Education
C:-Agriculture
D:-Customs
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question80:- Choose the word that is a necessary part of the word in capitals.
PURCHASE
A:-Trade
B:-Money

C:-Bank
D:-Acquisition
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question81:-Identify the related word:
‘Needle’ is to ‘Clock’ as ‘Wheel’ is to
A:-Drive
B:-Vehicle
C:-Circular
D:-Move
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question82:- Identify the related word:
‘Crime’ is to ‘Police’ as ‘Flood’ is to
A:-Rain
B:-River
C:-Dam
D:-Reservoir
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question83:-Identify the related word:
‘Metal’ is to ‘Sculptor’ as ‘Canvas’ is to
A:-Painter
B:-Cloth
C:-Colours
D:-Painting
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question84:-Identify the related word:
‘Oval’ is to ‘Circle’ as ‘Rectangle’ is to
A:-Triangle
B:-Square
C:-Periphery
D:-Diagonal
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question85:-In the question, two statements numbered I and II are given. There may be cause and effect relationship be
statements may be the effect of the same cause or independent causes. These statements may be independent causes
Statements:
I.

India has surpassed the value of tea exports this year over all the earlier years due to an increase in demand for qua

II. There is an increase in demand for coffee in the domestic market during the last two years.

A:-If statement I is the cause and statement II is its effect.
B:-If statement II is the cause and statement I is its effect.
C:-If both the statements I and II are independent causes.
D:-If both the statements I and II are effects of independent causes.
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question86:-In the question, two statements numbered I and II are given. There may be cause and effect relationship be
statements may be the effect of the same cause or independent causes. These statements may be independent causes
Statements:
I.

The private medical colleges have increased the tuition fees in the current year by 200 per cent over the last year’s fe

II. The Government medical colleges have not increased the tuition fees in spite of the cost escalation.
A:-If statement I is the cause and statement II is its effect.
B:-If statement II is the cause and statement I is its effect.
C:-If both the statements I and II are independent causes.
D:-If both the statements I and II are effects of independent causes.
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question87:-In the question, two statements numbered I and II are given. There may be cause and effect relationship be
statements may be the effect of the same cause or independent causes. These statements may be independent causes
Statements:
I.

There has been a high increase in the incidents of atrocities against women in the city during the past few months.

II. The police authorities failed to nab the culprits committing crime against women.
A:-If statement I is the cause and statement II is its effect.
B:-If statement II is the cause and statement I is its effect.
C:-If both the statements I and II are independent causes.
D:-If both the statements I and II are effects of independent causes.
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question88:-Identify the code word from the given alternatives:
In certain code language JOURNEY is written as TNISZFO. The code word for BONDING will be:
A:-ANMEHOJ
B:-MNAEHOJ
C:-MNAEJOH
D:-None of these
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question89:-Identify the code word from the given alternatives:
In certain code language DURABLE is written as QTCBDKA. The code word for COUNTRY will be:
A:-VPDOZSU
B:-TNBOXQS
C:-VPDMZSU
D:-TNBOZSU
Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question90:-Identify the code word from the given alternatives:
If CONSUMER is written as ERUMNSCO in a code language, how will TRIANGLE be written?
A:-LENGIATR
B:-ELNGIATR
C:-LEGNIATR
D:-LEGNAITR
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question91:-Which organization has signed a MoU with New Jersey City University (NJCU) and Choose New Jersey for
technology-based investment exchanges between India and New Jersey?
A:-Confederation of Indian Industry (CII)
B:-Data Security Council of India (DSCI)
C:-NASSCOM
D:-TiE Mumbai
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question92:-142. Who became the new CMD of Cognizant India?
A:-V. Santhanaraman
B:-Ramkumar Ramamoorthy
C:-R K Bakshi
D:-Vikram Kothari
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question93:-Which of the following F3 driver won the World Comeback of the Year award at 2020 Laureus Sports Awards
A:-Vicky Piria
B:-Sophia Florsch
C:-Carrie Schreiner
D:-Jeane Chadwick
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question94:-Which industrialist is to be honoured with Asia Pacific Golf Hall of Fame?
A:-Rajiv Bajaj
B:-Mukesh Ambani
C:-Pawan Munjal
D:-Anil Ambani
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question95:-With which of the following company Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology have signed a state
A:-Google
B:-Facebook
C:-IBM
D:-Microsoft
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question96:-In which exchange we can exchange commodities?

A:-NSE
B:-BSE
C:-NYSE
D:-NMCE
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question97:-Which of the following country's Parliament approved Anti-Defection Bill?
A:-Maldives
B:-Mauritius
C:-Fiji
D:-Seychelles
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question98:-Which organisation reappointed environmentalist and actor-producer Dia Mirza's term as its National Goodw
of 2022?
A:-UNEP
B:-UNDP
C:-UNESCO
D:-UNODC
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question99:-Which city has been named World Book Capital for 2020?
A:-Kuala Lumpur
B:-Taipei
C:-Seoul
D:-Hanoi
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question100:-What is name of mascot for the 4th Asian Para Games at Hangzhou, China in October 2022?
A:-Soohorang
B:-Feifei
C:-Naruto
D:-Miraitowa
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question101:-According to the India Skills Report, how many percent graduates are found to be employable in 2019?
A:-33.9%
B:-47.0%
C:-45.2%
D:-35.0%
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question102:-Who had been adjudged "Player of the Series" for the ICC U-19 World Cup?
A:-Akbar Ali
B:-Sushant Mishra

C:-Parvez Hossain Emon
D:-Yashasvi Jaiswal
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question103:-World Health Organization has designated 2020 as the year of which one of the below topics?
A:-The Nurse and the Midwife
B:-The Sustainable Tourism for Development
C:-The Light and Light-based Technologies
D:-The Periodic Table of Chemical Elements
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question104:-According to the United Nations report on Economic and Social Survey of Asia and Pacific (ESCAP), 2020
21?
A:-5.0%
B:-3.8%
C:-4.0%
D:-4.8%
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question105:-Name the company which has launched its first artificial intelligence chip 'Spring Hill'.
A:-Qualcomm
B:-IBM
C:-Intel Corp
D:-HP
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question106:-Who authored the book "The Death of Jesus"?
A:-Ernest Hemingway
B:-William Faulkner
C:-John Maxwell Coetzee
D:-Orhan Pamuk
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question107:-What is India's rank in the 2019 Corruption Perceptions Index?
A:-54th
B:-67th
C:-72nd
D:-80th
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question108:-Global Investment Trend Monitor report is a report released by which organisation?
A:-UNCTAD
B:-WTO
C:-IMF

D:-OECD
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question109:-Fausta, which recently died in Tanzania was the world's oldest?
A:-Elephant
B:-Rhino
C:-Turtle
D:-Tiger
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question110:-Union HRD Minister launches which platform for inviting e-learning Content contributions in both school and
A:-SabPadhe 2.0
B:-VidyaGyan 2.0
C:-PdaiDaan 2.0
D:-VidyaDaan 2.0
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question111:-Which of the following cities organized the BEE's International Workshop on Energy Efficient Cooling?
A:-Tiruchirappalli
B:-Nasik
C:-Gurgaon
D:-New Delhi
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question112:-What is the name of submarine which is commissioned by Shri Rajnath Singh to modernize the Navy and e
A:-INS Sindhughosh
B:-INS Arihant
C:-INS Khanderi
D:-INS Kalvari
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question113:-Saffron from which of the following states/UTs received a Geographical Indication (GI) tag?
A:-Kashmir
B:-Andhra Pradesh
C:-Karnataka
D:-Assam
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question114:-Which state government recently launched "Mo Prativa" programme in collaboration with UNICEF (United N
A:-Uttar Pradesh
B:-Haryana
C:-Odisha
D:-Tamil Nadu
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question115:-Who signed MoU with NABARD for sustainable agriculture?

A:-Indian Council of Agricultural Research
B:-National Commission on Farmers
C:-Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers' Welfare
D:-Agricultural and Processed Food Products Export Development Authority
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question116:-In how many phases Census India – 2021 will be conducted?
A:-2
B:-3
C:-1
D:-4
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question117:-Which company has launched an initiative named ‘Pragati’ to drive women entrepreneurship and to spread
women in India?
A:-Whatsapp
B:-Facebook
C:-Reliance
D:-TATA
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question118:-Which Public Sector bank was amalgamated with Indian bank with effect from April 1, 2020?
A:-Allahabad Bank
B:-Vijaya Bank
C:-Syndicate Bank
D:-Bank of Baroda
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question119:-Which magazine created 100 New Covers for the Project ‘100 women of the year’ to recognize selected wo
1920 to 2019?
A:-TIME Magazine
B:-Forbes Magazine
C:-The Economist
D:-ELLE
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question120:-Kerala Government’s ‘Sukrutham’ programme is related to:
A:-Free Cancer Treatment
B:-Prevent epidemics migrant labourers
C:-Free dialysis for poor
D:-Welfare of differently abled
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question121:-In which year Income Tax was introduced in India?
A:-1885
B:-1860

C:-1960
D:-1918
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question122:-Which country successfully launched a military satellite (their first satellite) on
22 April 2020 ?
A:-India
B:-Iran
C:-Pakistan
D:-Israel
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question123:-Name of the India’s first UNESCO Heritage City.
A:-Mahabalipuram
B:-Ahmedabad
C:-Ballari
D:-Gangaikonda Cholapuram
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question124:-National Youth Day is celebrated on 12th January in the memory of whom?
A:-Swami Vishnu Devananda
B:-Swami Vivekananda
C:-Swami Sankaracharya
D:-Sree Narayana Guru
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question125:-What is the full form of MANI app launched by RBI?
A:-Mobile Application for Note Identification
B:-Mobile Accessible Note Identifier
C:-Mobile Aided Note Identifier
D:-Modified Application for Note Identification
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question126:-Which film has become the first non-English film to win the Oscar 2020 award for the ‘Best Picture’?
A:-Parasite
B:-The Irishman
C:-Joker
D:-1917
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question127:-Pravasi Bharatiya Kendra has been renamed after which late Union Minster?
A:-Manohar Parrikar
B:-Arun Jaitley
C:-Atal Bihari Vajpayee
D:-Sushma Swaraj

Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question128:-KIIFB stands for:
A:-Kerala Industrial Investment Fund Board
B:-Kerala Irrigation Investment Fund Board
C:-Kerala Infrastructure Investment Fund Board
D:-Kerala Industrial Investment Fund Board
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question129:-Which is the International Agreement to reduce the Green House Gases.
A:-Kyoto Protocol
B:-Geneva Covenant
C:-Non-Proliferation Agreement
D:-Bretton Woods Agreement
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question130:-Which of the following sets of elements was primarily responsible for the origin of life on the Earth?
A:-Hydrogen, Oxygen, Sodium
B:-Carbon, Hydrogen, Nitrogen
C:-Oxygen, Calcium, Phosphorus
D:-Carbon, Hydrogen, Potassium
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question131:-Two trains approach each other at 30 km/hr and 27 km/hr from two places 342 km apart. After how many h
A:-6 hours
B:-7 hours
C:-7 1/2 hours
D:-9 hours
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question132:-Mr. Ramesh availed a loan at simple interest at 6% in the first year with an increase of 0.5% in every subse
years. How much loan did he take?
A:-Rs. 10950
B:-Rs. 11950
C:-Rs. 12500
D:-Rs. 1270
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question133:-A man sold two boxes of apples for Rs. 400 each. On one he gained 20% profit and on the other he incurr
in the whole transaction?
A:-Rs. 22.23
B:-Rs. 25.50
C:-Rs. 23.22
D:-Rs. 21.70
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question134:-Ranjith purchased 40 kgs of rice at Rs. 12.50 per Kg and 25 kgs of rice at Rs. 15.10 per Kg. He mixed the
kg of the mixed lot so as to earn a profit of 10%.
A:-Rs. 13.75

B:-Rs. 14.85
C:-Rs. 14.35
D:-Rs. 13.85
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question135:-A trader sells one kg of wheat at a profit of 10%. If he had brought it at 20% less and sold for Rs. 10 less, h
price of Wheat per Kg?
A:-Rs. 55
B:-Rs. 50
C:-Rs. 65
D:-Rs. 60
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question136:-A company offers three types of successive discounts: Option A) 20% and 10%. Option B) 15% and 15%.
most advantageous to a customer?
A:-Option A
B:-Option B
C:-Option C
D:-All are equal
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question137:-2/3 of a certain number is 12. How much will be half of the number?
A:-12
B:-15
C:-9
D:-17
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question138:-Four prime numbers are written in ascending order. The product of first three numbers is 385 and that of th
number?
A:-3
B:-4
C:-5
D:-10
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question139:-A boat can travel with a speed of 9 km/hr in still water. If the speed of the stream is 3 km/hr, then what time
downstream direction?
A:-2 hours
B:-3 hours
C:-5 hours
D:-7 hours
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question140:-A boat running down stream covers 24 km in 4 hours, while it takes 6 hours for covering the same distance
water?
A:-4 km/hr
B:-5 km/hr
C:-6 km/hr
D:-7 km/hr

Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question141:-Which of the following number is exactly divisible by 15?
A:-52340
B:-14720
C:-91230
D:-43810
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question142:-A man deposited Rs. 300 for two years, Rs. 600 for 4 years and Rs. 1200 for 6 years. He received Rs. 102
per annum?
A:-10 %
B:-15%
C:-20%
D:-25%
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question143:-How many numbers between 200 and 500 are divisible by 13.
A:-17
B:-19
C:-15
D:-23
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question144:-What greatest number can be subtracted from 10000, so that the remainder may be divisible by 32, 36, 48
A:-1,360
B:-8,640
C:-9,136
D:-9,316
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question145:-The salary of a worker is first increased by 10 % and thereafter it was reduced by 10%. What is the change
A:-2%
B:-3%
C:-4%
D:-1%
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question146:-A train travels first 160 Km at 64 km/hr and the next 160 Km at 80 km/hr. The average speed of the train to
A:-67.55 km/hr
B:-71.11 km/hr
C:-73.89 km/hr
D:-69.38 km/hr
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question147:-The average age of four girls is 12 years. The ages of three of them are 8, 12 and 13. The age of the four
A:-13 years
B:-14 years
C:-15 years
D:-16 years

Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question148:-A man drives to his office at 60km/hr and returns home along the same route at 30km/hr. Find the average
A:-40 Km/hr
B:-45 Km/hr
C:-50 Km/hr
D:-55 Km/hr
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question149:-If Rs. 4,800 will maintain a family of 5 persons for 72 days, for how long will Rs. 6,400 maintain a family of 8
A:-30 days
B:-60 days
C:-120 days
D:-None of these
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question150:-If the outer radius of a metal pipe is 2.84 inch and the inner radius is 1.94 inch. What is the thickness of the
A:-.75 inch
B:-.80 inch
C:-.90 inch
D:-.95 inch
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question151:-An amount of Rs. 3000 increased to Rs.3600 in 5 years at simple interest. If the interest rate was increase
amount at maturity.
A:-3775
B:-3980
C:-4010
D:-4050
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question152:-If three numbers in the ratio 3:2:5 be such that the sum of their squares is 1,862. The middle number will b
A:-7
B:-14
C:-21
D:-35
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question153:-A sum of Rs.118 was divided among 50 boys and girls such that each boy received
Rs. 2.60 and each girl Rs. 1.80. Find the number of boys and girls.
A:-32, 15
B:-35, 15
C:-15, 35
D:-20, 25
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question154:-Ramesh and Ravi can complete a job in 16 days. Ramesh alone can do it in 24 days. How long will Ravi a
A:-16 days
B:-48 days
C:-24 days

D:-32 days
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question155:-Two pipes A and B can separately fill a cistern in 25 minutes and 35 minutes respectively and a waste pipe
are opened when the cistern is full, it is emptied in 175 minutes. How much litres does the cistern hold?
A:-130 litres
B:-175 litres
C:-250 litres
D:-360 litres
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question156:-84,232 + 414-8,439 = ?
A:-76,207
B:-83,207
C:-76,007
D:-86,207
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question157:-Today is Sunday. The day after 64 days will be:
A:-Sunday
B:-Monday
C:-Tuesday
D:-Friday
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question158:-X and Y are 15 kms. apart. X can walk at a speed of 4 kms/hour and Y at the speed of 6 kms/hour. They s
what time will they meet?
A:-7.30 am
B:-8.00 am
C:-8.30 am
D:-9.00 am
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question159:-When the hands of a clock show 5’ O clock, the angle between them is
A:-72°
B:-150°
C:-100°
D:-120°
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question160:-(17+16% of 200)- (3% of 300) =x. Find the value of x ?
A:-80
B:-88
C:-98
D:-None of these
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question161:-The least perfect square, which is divisible by each of 21, 36 and 66 is:
A:-214344
B:-213444

C:-214434
D:-231444
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question162:-In a class of 100 students, 55 students have passed in Mathematics and 67 students have passed in Physi
passed in Physics only is:
A:-45
B:-33
C:-22
D:-10
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question163:-A discount series of 10%, 20% and 40% is equal to a single discount of:
A:-50.00%
B:-56.80%
C:-70.00%
D:-70.28%
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question164:-The average age of seven persons in a group is 30 years. The average age of five persons of this group is
two persons in the group?
A:-55 years
B:-26 years
C:-15 years
D:-None of these
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question165:-X and Y enter into a partnership investing Rs. 16,000 and Rs. 12,000 respectively. After 3 months, X withd
5,000. After 3 months, Z joins the business with a capital of Rs. 21,000. If the profit after one year is Rs. 26,400, the sha
A:-Rs. 4,800
B:-Rs. 3,600
C:-Rs. 2,400
D:-Rs. 1,200
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question166:-If a quarter kg of potato costs 60 paise, how many paise will 200 gm cost ?
A:-54 paise
B:-48 paise
C:-56 paise
D:-72 paise
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question167:-The average salary of 20 workers in an office is Rs. 1,900 per month. If the manager’s salary is added, the
manager’s salary (in Rupees) is:
A:-Rs. 24,000
B:-Rs. 25,250
C:-Rs. 45,600
D:-None of the above
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question168:-If a, b, c, d, e are five consecutive odd integers, what is their average?
A:-a+4

B:-abcde/5
C:-5(a+b+c+d+e)
D:-None of the above
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question169:-The next term of the sequence 1,2,4,7,11 is:
A:-15
B:-16
C:-17
D:-18
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question170:-A man went to a shop and was shown some shirts costing Rs. 100 each and some trousers costing Rs. 15
the maximum number of trousers that he could have purchased, if he also wanted to purchase some shirts?
A:-5
B:-2
C:-6
D:-8
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question171:-A boy earns Rs. 20.56 on Monday, Rs.32.90 on Tuesday, and Rs. 20.78 on Wednesday. He spends half of
much balance money he has with him?
A:-Rs. 35.00
B:-Rs. 36.15
C:-Rs. 37.12
D:-Rs. 37.50
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question172:-Ram and Mohan appeared in an examination. If the difference in their marks is 60 and the percentage diffe
which the examination has been held.
A:-200
B:-100
C:-300
D:-400
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question173:-The price of a scooter and a moped are in the ratio of 9 : 5. If the scooter costs Rs. 4,200 more than the m
A:-Rs. 5,250
B:-Rs. 3,350
C:-Rs. 6,500
D:-Rs. 5,700
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question174:-The mean diameter of 15 truck tyres is 154 cm. It is discovered later that while calculating the mean, the re
The correct mean diameter will be:
A:-170 cm.
B:-156 cm.
C:-145 cm.
D:-None of these
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question175:-What must be added to two numbers that are in the ratio 3 : 4, so that they come in the ratio 4 : 5?
A:-2
B:-3
C:-4
D:-0
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question176:-Fresh fruit contains 72% water and dry fruit contains 20% water. How much dry fruit can be obtained from

A:-32 kg
B:-33 kg
C:-30 kg
D:-35 kg
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question177:-The average marks of 14 students were calculated as 71. But it was later found that the marks of one stud
56 and of another as 74 instead of 32. The correct average is:
A:-67
B:-68
C:-69
D:-71
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question178:-A builder engages 25 men working 8 hours a day to build an apartment in 4 weeks. At the end of 12 days
many more men should be engaged so that all the men working 10 hours a day may complete the apartment in the stipul
A:-15 men
B:-20 men
C:-25 men
D:-45 men
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question179:-The average temperature from Monday to Thursday is 48 degree and from Tuesday to Friday is 52 degree
what was it on Friday?
A:-52 degree
B:-55 degree
C:-58 degree
D:-51 degree
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question180:-A can do a piece of work in 80 days. He works at it for 10 days and then B alone finishes the remaining wo
the work in:
A:-24 days
B:-25 days
C:-30 days
D:-35 days
Correct Answer:- Option-C

